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A2B - An Emotive Journey 
Four colour – using the 4 colour process 
Screen & time – motion graphics 
Online – WordPress.com 
 
Building from the work in the previous projects, we are extending our use of colour to the  
‘four colour process’, our image creation to include photography and the use of typography. 
Though much of this work will be computer based in application, you remain free to 
experiment with the forms of your imagery based on your photography directly or as a 
source for your final outcomes. Quality cameras are available for loan, though you can also 
use less able cameras such as those built into your mobile phone (appropriate to the use).

Choose two points on a map reference. Distance is immaterial and is defined only by 
graphic interest rather than personal convenience.

Define the reference data as the title of the design work. Make the journey three or four 
times until you really see what’s there and what’s going on. Design a ‘map of events’, largely 
typographically based, but include anecdotes, time frames and occurrences within that 
defined space. Base the journey on aspects of the events, a theme or premise. Use this as 
the title for your work.

Discover the typography that is lurking, often unobserved. Seek out typographic forms or 
structures that create compositions, either in their own right as a single object/image, or as 
an intersection of elements creating a juxtaposition of typography/visual elements. 
 
Part A : Box Set (Booklet, map and package) 
For this work you will be working individually or in pairs.

Interpret these observations to create a design based upon your discovery that records, 
interests, startles, and surprises with its originality of the approach and perception.  
At its best, you will aim to evoke an emotional response or connection in the reader.

Communicate a defined aspect of the changing journey. A visual narrative, or an 
environment, or a series of environments. Consider the clichés ... the cheap take-aways,  
the hidden, the sad, the abandoned, the informal, the useless, the beautiful and the odd. 
How can you interpret these elements?

It is also important to integrate into the design the physical aspects. Texture, colour, found 
objects and artefacts, (some you could keep and use), these are ‘the evidence’ from your 
mapped area, that supports your theme. 
 
METHOD

• do your research – use the library, the internet and experiment
• find a route that you feel is interesting and walk it 3 or 4 times
•  consider the elements that will define your theme, the 

communication, the response and the design
•  collect your imagery
•  produce some design roughs, refine to one design
•  complete your A5 Booklet design and apply the design to the 

A3 map, which details the route taken
•  REMEMBER to consider at all times how your design and 

imagery could translate into a motion graphic

Themes such 
as these may 

provide a  
starting point: 

- 
behind 

lost / alone 
high / sky 

[any colour] 
rebellion 
contrast 

symmetry 
reflection 

divide 
old 

round 
 
 

Or perhaps 
establish 

a rule or a 
sentence: 

- 
on four legs 

20 feet up 
in the middle

-

who are you? 
around the bend 

going fast 

NOTE : the 
photography, 
and other visual 
elements required 
for use in the 
motion graphic 
map, will need to be 
completed before 
the Wednesday 
May 1st session.



Part B : Motion Graphic 
For this work you will be working individually. (Computer Room 313 : 9.15 - 1.00pm)

You will be producing a 10 second movie, with score, based on the imagery of the A3 map. 
 
METHOD 
• to be presented in the Wednesday sessions, using the software ‘After Effects’ 
 
Your Online Journal 
This should be constructed on WordPress.com, with : 
- 4 pages : ‘Research’, ‘Development’, ‘Process’, and a personal ‘Reflective Statement’            
  -- each with two separate headings for : ‘Part A : Box Set’ and ‘Part B : Motion Graphic’  
- blog entries : a minimum of 6 for ‘Part A : Booklet’ and a minimum of 6 for ‘Part B : 
Motion Graphic’ – i.e. one per session. These entries should include some detail from 
throughout the project documenting your working practice : your rationale, sketches, 
experiences, findings and any other thoughts or imagery that you would like to include. 
Typically, these will fall outside of the ‘Page’ categories and/or are informal in structure. 
 
SCHEDULE 
Please see your module guide for a details breakdown of weekly activity. 
(there may be minor changes to accommodate the practical outcomes but these will be 
notified by email or in session). DEADLINE : 12.30pm PROMPT WED 22nd MAY 2013  
  
SUBMISSIONS (repeated from your Module Guide) 
Outcomes  
Project 3 
Design, produce and supply : 
- a 12 page, A5 booklet with a folded A3 map of events 
- a case/box/pack to hold the set (Part A : Box Set) 
- a 10 second motion graphic (Part B : Motion Graphic) 
- at least 10 quality photographs of the above items should be included (portfolio shots) 
- a USB memory stick containing all Packaged files, your final PDF’s used for printing,   
  your motion graphic files, the photographs, a PDF print of your blog and a Web  
  Archive of your blog 
- a link to your Journal in the format : http://[yourblogname].wordpress.com 
- please password protect your Journal and supply your blog password

(Note : There may an alternative ‘Dropbox’ available at time of submission.) 
 
WORKING IN PAIRS 
You will each produce a 12 page booklet, an A3 map and a motion graphic either 
covering different routes or a contrasting view of the same route. The design work can 
be shared and the set can be packaged in a single Box Set. The Journal can also be 
shared, but should include a minimum of 6 entries each for both Parts A & & as detailed 
in ‘Your Online Journal’ above. Your contribution to the Pair work will be assess by the other 
member. Failure to contribute equally will affect your mark and may result in you failing the 
module and producing additional individual work. 
 
Presentation : Whatever format the final design work is in, it must be presented to a high 
standard of finish. It should also carry your name and title on all of the elements you present 
over and above the submission sheet. 
 
Cameras : Several cameras are available for the first 3 weeks of our project, and may be 
available at other times. These can be signed out via the Technical Staff. 

Please ensure that you arrange to travel in pairs or groups when exploring your route and 
taking photographs. Avoid attracting attention to the camera and avoid areas that may be 
hazardous or marked as inaccessible, restricted or private. Be aware that members of the 
public may not wish to be photographed and to concentrate on appropriate subject matter.


